Collection and Analysis
+ of Rate Data

5

You can observe a lot just by watching.
Yogi Berrn, New York Yankees

Overview. In Chapter 4 we have shown that once the rate law is known. it
can be substituted into the appropriate design equation, and though the use
of the appropriate stoichiornetric relationships, we can apply the CRE
algorithm to size any isothermal reaction system. In this chapter we focus
on ways of obtaining and analyzing reaction rate data to obtain the rate law
for a specific reaction. In particular, we discuss two common types of reactors for obtaining rate data: the batch reactor, which is used primarily for
homogeneous reactions, and the differential reactor, which is used for
solid-fluid heterogeneous reactions. In batch reactor experiments. concentration, pressure, andor volume are usually measured and recorded at
different times during the course of the reaction. Data are collected from
the batch reactor during transient operation. whereas measurements on
the differential reactor are made during steady-state operation. In expedments with a differential reactor, the product concentration is usualEy
monitored for different sets of feed conditions.
Two techniques of data acquisition are presented: concentration-time
measurements in a batch reactor and concentration measurements in a
differential reactor. Six different methods of analyzing the data collected
are used: the differential method, the integral method, the method of
half-lives, method of initial rates, and linear and nonlinear repession
(Ieast-squares analysis). The differential and integral methods are used
primarily in anatyzing batch reactor data. Because a number of software
packages (e.g., Polymath, MATLAB) are now avaiIable to analyze data,
a rather extensive discussion of nonlinear regression is included. We
close the chapter with a discussion of experimental planning and of laboratoy reactors (CD-ROM).
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5.1 The Algorithm for Data Analysis
For batch systems. the usual procedure is to collect concentration time data,
which we then use to determine the: rate law. Table 5-1 gives the procedure we
will emphasize in analyzing reaction engineering data.
Data for homogeneous reactions is most often obtained in a batch reactor. AAer postulating a rate law and combining it with a mole balance, we next
use any or ail of the methods in Step 5 to process the data and arrive at the
reaction orders and specific reaction rate constants.
Analysis of heterogeneous reactions is shown in Step 6. For gas-solid
heterogeneous reactions, we need to have an understanding of the reaction and
possible mechanisms in order to postulate the rate law in Step 6B. After studying Chapter 10 on heterogeneous reactions, one will he able to postulate different rate laws and then use Polymath nonlinear regression to choose the "btsl"
rate law and reaction rare parameters.
The procedure we should use to delineate the rate law and rate law
parameter is given in Table 5-1.

I. Postulate a rate law.
A.

Power law lilodels for homogeneous reactions

- % = LC; ,

-,.,

= kC2 C:

8. Langmuir-Hin~helwoodmodels for hetempeneou~reactions
X-PA
X-PAP,
-r; = -r' I + K ~ P ~ ' . 4 - ( 1 + K~P,+P,)'
2. Select reactor type and corresponding mole balance.
A.

If batch reactor [Seclion . 2 ) , use mole balance on Reactant A
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B.

If differenrial
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=
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balance on Product P ( A -4P)
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3, Process your data in terms of rneasurcd variable le.g., NA, CA. or PA>.If nece\s a y rewrlte your mole balance 11: terns of the rnea~uredvar~able(e.g.. P,)
4. L w k For simplifications. For example, ~f one of the reactants in excess. assume its
concentration is conqtant. IT the gas phare mole fraction of reaclanl 1s cmall. ser
E=O.
5. For a batch reactor. calculate 4, a5 a function of concentration C, to determine
reaction order.
A.

D ~ f f e r e n ~ i anal!
a l <is
Combine the mole balance (TES1.1 ) and pwer law model (TES-1 3 1.

- r , = kC;

I

(TE5-1.3)
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and then take the natural log.

(I )Find
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from C, versus r data bj
dt

(a) Graphical method
(h) Finile differeniial method
( c ) ~uC)JynorninaI

I

(2)P h h

&.

- dC* reiru.
dt

InCAa d find rcxiion order

a, which is the slope of

the line fil to the data.
(3) Find 6.
Integral method
For -rA = LC:, the combined mole balance and rate law

IS

(1)Guesq a and integrate Equarion ITES-1.6).Rearrange your equation to
obtain the appropriate funcrion of C, which when plotted as a funct~onof
lime should he linear. If ~t I S linear. hen the guesced value of a 1s COKeCt
and the slope is qpecific reaction rale. k. If il IS not Irnear. pes5 again for a.
If you puecs a = I), I, nnd 2 and none of rheses orders fit the data. proceed
to nonlinear reression.

(2)Nonlinear regression (Polymofhl
Integrate Equation (TES-I
,4) ID oblain

for a + I

(TE5-1.6)

Use Prllynlalh regrewon 10 f nd cc and b. A Prll>math tutorial on regression
with screen rhuts ih ~ h u w nin [he Ch;~p~et5 Srrmrllrrr? Nofcs on the
CD-ROM and web
6. For differential PER calculate -r', as a function of C, or PA
Summary gofer

-ri

C
IW

=~

Pa

function of re.lctant concentration.

C,.

A.

Calculate

C.

Use nonlinear regressloo 10 Hnd the be\r model and model parsnjerers. See
example on [he CD-ROM Slrmlnun WCI!(V using dafa fbm hctrmpe~~enus
catal-

:iq

y w . Ch;~p~cr10
7. Analyze your rate law mudcl Fur "gwdneu uf tit:'Calcula~e n correla~iolrcocftic~ent.

1
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5.2 Batch Reactor Data

Process data in
terms o f the

measured
variable

Batch reactors are used primarily to determine n t e law parameters for horr
geneous reactions. This determination is u s u ~ l l yachieved by measuring cc
centration as a function of time and then using either the differential, integr
or nonlinear regression method of data analysis to determine the reacti
order, a , and specific reaction rate constant, k. If some reaction parame
other than concentration is monitored, such as pressure, the mote balance mt
be rewritten in terms of the measured variable (e.g., pressure as shown in t
example in Solved Pmblenls on the CD).
When a reaction is irreversible, it is possible in many cases to determi
the reaction order a and she specific rate constant by either nonlinear regrt
sion or by numericaIly differentiating concenrrntion versus time data. This 1,
ter method is most applicable when reaction conditions are such that the rr
is essentialty a function of the concentration of only one reactant; for examp
if, for the decomposition reaction.

Assume that the
rate law is of the

form
- r A = kACl

then the differential method may be used.
However, by utilizing the method of excess, it is also possible to dett
mine the relationship between -r, and the concentration of other reactan
That is, for the irreversible reaction

A + B -+ Products
with the rate law

where rw and f3 are both unknown, the reaction could first be run in an exce
of B so that C , remains essentially unchanged during the course of the rea

tion and

where
Method of excms

After determining a , the reaction is carried out in an excess of A, f
which the rate law is approximated as

where k" = kACi = kAC;*
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Once u and p are determined. A, can be calculated from the measurement of - r , at known concentrations of A and B:

Both a and P can be determined by using the method of excess, coupled with
a differential analysis of data for batch systems.
5.2.1

Differentia! Method of Analysis

To outline the procedure used in the differential method of analysis. we consider a reaction carried out isothermally in a constant-volume batch reactor and
the concentration recorded as a function of time. By combining [he mole b d once with the rate Inw given hy Eqtrarion (5-1). we obtain
Conutartt-volume
batch rcuctor

After taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Equation (5-61,

observe that the slope of a plot of In (-dC,ldr)
reaction order, a (Figure 5-2 ).

as a function of (la C,} is the

vesus ln C,
ro find

a and k,

(a)

~ b )

Figure 5-1 Differential method to determine reaction order.

Figure 5-l[a) shows a plot of [- (dCAJdt)]versus [CAIon log-log paper (or
use Excel to make the plot} where the slope is equal to the reaction order a .
The specific reaction rate, k,, can be found by first choosing a concentration
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in the plot, say CAP,and then finding the corresponding value of I- (dC,ldt)]
as shown in Figure 5-l(b). After raising CAPto the a power, we divide it into
[- (rdC,/dr),]

Methods for finding

-

2

to determine X., :

To obtain the derivative -dCA/dt used in this plot, we must differentiate the
concentration-time data either numerically or graphically. We describe three
methods to determine the derivative from data giving the concentration as a
function of time. These methods are:
Graphical differentiation
Numerical differentiation formulas
Differentiation of a polynomial fit to the data

from

concentntmn-time
data

5.2.1A Graphical Method

krI

gig

<I z

t

TKW

See Appendix A.2.

With this method, disparities in the data are easily seen. Consequently, it is
advantageous to use this technique to analyze the data before planning the next
set of experiments. As explained in Appendix A.2, the graph~cal method
involves plotting -ACA/Ar as a function of t and then using equal-area differentiation to obtain - d C , / d l . An illustrative example is also given in
Appendix A.2.
I n addition to the graphical technique used to differentiate the data, rwo
other methods are commonIy used: differentiation formulas and polynomial
fitting.

5.2.LB Numerical Method
Numerical differentiation formulas can be used when the data points in the
independent variable are eguolly spuced. such as t , - t,, = r, - 1 , = :
Time lmin)

I r u

r~

1

C o ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ z i i o r i l m o UC,,,
d m ' ~ CA,

I?

I>

CA,

CAI

C,,

C,,

The three-point differentiation formulas
-3C,(,

Initial point:

+ 4CA1- C,?
2Ar

I

B. Carnahan, H. A. Luther, and J 0. Wilke.;, Applied Nrrl~~rricrrl
~Mrrhorir(New Yorh:
W~ley,1969). p. 179.
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Interior points:

Last point:

can be used to calculate d C , / d l . Equations (5-8) and (5-10) are used for the
first and last data points, respectively, white Equation (5-9) is used for all inrermediate data points.
5.2.1C Polynomial Fit
Another technique to differentiate the data is to first fit the concentration-time
data to an nth-order polynomial:

Many persona1 computer software packages contain programs that will
calculate the best values for the constants a , . One bas only to enter the
concentration-time data and choose the order of the polynomial. After determining the constants, a , , one has only to differentiate Equation (5-11 ) with
respect to time:

Thus concentration and the time rate o f change af concentration are both
known at any time t.
Care must be taken in choosing the order of the polynomial. I f the order
is too low, the polynomial fit will not capture the trends in the data and nor go
through many of the points. If too large an order is chosen. the fitted curve can
have peaks and valleys as it goes through most all of the data points, thereby
producing significant errors when the derivatives. dCAldf.are generated a t the
various points. An example of this higher order fir is shown in Figure 5-2,
where the same concentration-time data fit to a third-order polynomial (a) and
to a fifth-order polynomial (b). Observe how the derivative for the fifth order
changes from a positive value at 15 minutes to a negative value a t 20 minutes.
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Chal

Polynomial fit of concentration-time data.

5.2,lD Finding the Rate Law. Parameters

Now, using either the graphicaI method, differentiation formulas, or the pol
nomiaI derivative, the following table can be set up:

Derivative

The reaction order can now be found from a plot of in ( -dC,/dt) as
function of In C,, as shown in Figure 5-l(a), since

Before solving an example problem review the steps to determine the reactk
rate Iaw from a set of data points (Table 5-1).
Example 5-1 Dntetmini~gthe Rate Lnw
The reaction of triphenyl methyl chloride (trityl) (A) and methanol (B)
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was carried out in a soiution of benzene and pyridine at 25°C. Pyridine reacts with
HCI that then precrpitates as pyridine hydrochloride thereby making the reaction
irreversible.
The concentration-time data In Table E5-1.1 was obtained in a batch reactor

Time (min)

0

Concentrarion of A (moVdrn3)x loJ

50

50

38

100

150

200

250

300

30.6

25.6

22.2

19.5

17.4

The initial concentration of methanol was 0.5 mol/dm3.
Part (I) Determine the reaction order with respect to triphenyl methyl chloride.
Part (2) In a separate set of experiments, the reaction order wrt methanol waq
found to be first order. Determine the specific reaction rate constant.

Part (1) Find reaction order wrf trityl.
Postulate a rate law.
Step 1

Step 2

Process your
case is C,.

Step 3

Lwk for simplifications. Because concenmtion of methanot is 10 times

data

in terms of the measured variable, which in this

the initial concentration of lriphenyl methyl chloride. its concentration is
essentially constant

I

I
I
@
&

@&@@
Follo~vingth5 Algorithm

Substituting for Cs in Equation (U-1.I)

Step 4

Apply the CRE algorithm
Mole Balance

Rate Law

Stoichiometry: Liquid

v = v,
c* ,
- NA
-t6
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Combine: Mole balance, rate law, and stoichiometry

I

Taking the natural log of both sides of Equation (E5-I.5)

(E5-1.6)
The slope of a plot of In

versus In CAwill yield the reaction
[-5
drl

order a with respect to triphenyl methyl chloride (A).

as a function of C, from concentration-time data.

We will find

(-%)

by each of rhc hrcc mehods just dircurrd. the

graphical, finite difference. and polynomial methods.
Step 5A.Za Graphical Method. We now construct Table E5-1.2.
TABLE
E5-1.2

PROCESSED DATA

r (min)
0
50
100
150
200

250
300

The derivative -dCAMt is determined by calculating and plotting (-dCAlbt) as 3
function of time, r, and then using [he equal-area differentiation technique (Appendix A.2) to determine (-dCAldt) aq a functton of CA. F ~ n l we
, calculate the ratio
I-ACA/A!) from the first two columns of Table E5-1.2: the result is written in the
third column, Next u e use Table E5-1.2 to plot the third column as n function of the

Sec. 5.2
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first column in Figure E5-I. I [i.e., (-AC,/At) versus I]. Using equal-area differentiation, the value of (-dC,ldrf is read off the figure (represented by the arrows); then
it is used to complete the founh column of Table E5-1.2.

mol
dm3 min

0

50

100

150

300

250

300

350

t (min)
Figure ES-1.1 Graphical differentiation.

We now calculate (dC,/dt) using the finite
difference formulas 1i.e.. Equations (5-8) through 15- lo)].

Step 5A.lb Finite Difference Method.

- 3C,,+4CA, - C*,
2A 1

= 1- 3(50)4 4(38) - 30.61 X loL.'
100

= -2.86 x !04 moI/drd . rnin

-5
X 10'
dr
1

= 2.86mol/drn3 I rnin

= - 1.94 X 1 IE-' molldrn? . min
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= -0.84 x 1 O4 mol/dm3 , rnin

= -0.6 1 x 10-' molldm3 . rnin

= -0.48 x 1W mol/dm3 min
4

.

= -0.36 x 1 p molldm3 rnin

Step SA.Ic Polynomial Method. Another method to determine (dC,/(ir) is to fit tt
concentration of A to a polynomial in time and then to differentiate the resultin
Summary Notes
.4 PoIymnth turonnl
Tor fitting data can
be found iln the
Summary Notes on
the

polynomial.

We will use the Polymath software package to express concentrarion as a funcric
of time. Here we first choose the polynomial degree (in this case, fourth degree) an
then type in the values of C, at various times r to obtain

CD.

C, is in (rnoVdm") and t is in minutes. A plot of C, versus t and the correspondin
fourih-degree potynomial tit are shown in Figure E5-1.2.

MU-% C A = a@+ a t 1 s ? ~ ?
a p. l :
1

a0
a1

Value
0.0499901
-2.9fBZ-04

+

a

r

~

9 S a lcmZidm~e

3.1P-01
1.762E-05

::"

lon of K~me

-

D,057
0O
M

Figure ES-1.2 Polynomial fit.
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Differentiating Equation tE5- 1.7) yields

I

Elntp: You can

also obtain Equation tE3-1.9) directly from Polymath.

To find the dcrivatiw at various timer, we substitute the appropriafe time into
Equation (ES-1.8)to arrive at the fourth column 10 Table E5-1.4and multiply by
(-1). We can see that thee is quite a close agreement between the graphical technique, finite difference, and the polynomial methods.

Finite Differpncs

-

-dC4 x IO.BM

dr

(moUdn' . min)

(molldm! . min)

3.0
1 .86

2.86
1.91

1.20

1 .?-I

0.80
0.68
0.54

0.81
0.61
0.4R

0.42

0.36

We wilt now plot columns 2. 3. and 4
column 5 (CAx 1.000) on log-log paper as shown in Figure E5-1.3.We could also
substitute the parameter values in Table W-1.4 into ExceI to find a and k'. Note that
most all of the points for all methods fall virtually on top of one another.
From Figure ES-1.3. we found the slope to be 2.05 so that the reaction is said
to be second order wrt triphenyl methyl chloride. To evaluate k'. we can evaluate the
derivative and CAP= 20 x I&? moIEdm3.which is

(

then

As will be shown in Section 5.1.3, we couId also use nonlinear regression on Equation (E5-1.7)to find k':
k' = 0.122 dm3/moI . min

(E5-1.11)
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mln
mol
dn?

0.1

1m

10

WI 0'
Figure ES-13

{rnotldrnAa)

Excel plot to determine a and k.

-

Summary Motes

The Excel graph shown in Figure E5-1.3 gives a = 1.99 and k' = 0.13 dm3/mol
min. We could set ci = 2 and regress again to find 'k = 0.122 drn3/mol . min.
ODE Regression. There are techniques and software becoming available whereby
an ODE solver can be cornblned with a regression program to solve differential
equations, such as

to find k, and

a from concentration-time date.

Part (2) The reaction was said to be first order wrt methanol,

Assuming Cs,,is constant at 0.5 molldrn? and solving for k yields

-

k' CBO

0.122-

dm3
rnol . min

0.5-mol
dm3

k = 0 . W (dm31mol)2J min
The rate law is

fi = 1,
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5.2.2 Integral Method

The integral
uses a tnaland-ermr gmcedure
to

find reaction
order.

To determine the reaction order by the integral method, we guess the reaction
order and integrate the differential equation used to model the batch system. If
the order we assume is correct, the appropriate pIot (determined from this integration) of the concentration-time data should be linear. The integral method
is used most often when the reaction order is known and it is desired to evaluate the specific reaction rate constants at different temperatures to determine
the activation energy.
In the integral method of analysis of rate data, we are looking for the
appropriate function of concentration corresponding to a particular rate law
that is linear with time. You should be thoroughly familiar with the methods of
obtaining these linear plots for reactions of zero. first, and second order.
For the reaction
A -+ Products

~t is important to

know how lo
ncnerate linear
plots Gf functions of
CA versus r
for zero-, Rrsl-, and
secondarder
reactions.

carried out in a constant-volume batch reactor, the mole balance is

For a zero-order reaction, r,

=

-k, and the combined rate

law and mole bal-

ance is

~
- -C -A- k
dr

Integrating with CA = C,,

at

t = 0, we have

Zero order

A plot of the concentration of A as a function of time will be linear (Figure

5-3) with slope ( - k ) far a zero-order reaction carried out in a constant-volume
batch reactor.
If the reaction is first order (Figure 54), integration of the combined
mole halance and the rare low

with the limit C, = C,, at 1 = 0 gives
First order

Consequently, we see that the slope of a plot of [In (C,,/C,f
time is linear with slope k.
If the reaction is second order (Figure 5-51, then

3 as a function of

1
Tne idea

1s to

arrange the data so
that a

linear

relalronshlp is
obtained.
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out not to be linear, such as shown in Figure 5-15,we would say that the
proposed reaction order did not fit the data. In the case of Figure 5-6, we
would conclude the reaction is not second order.
It is imponant to restate that, given a reaction rate law, you should be
able to choose quickly the appropriate function of concentration w conversion
that yields a straight line when plotted against time or space time.

I

I

/

Example 5-2

Integral Method of CRE Dafa Analysis

Use the integral method to confirm that the reaction is second order wrt triphenyl
methyt chloride as described in Example 5-1 and to calculate the specific action
rate k'

I

Trityl (A) + Merhanol (B)+ Products

Substituting for a = 2 in Equation (E5-t - 5 )

I

we obtain

1

Integrating with CA= C,

1

Rearranging

at

r =0

We see if the reactton is indeed second order then a plor of (l/CA) versus t should
be linear, The data in Table ES-1.1 in Example 5-1 will be used to construct TaMe

E5-2.1.

In a graphical solution, the data in Table E5-2.1 can be used to construct a plot of
lECA as a function of r, which will yield the specific reaction rate k'. This plot is
shown in Figure E5-2.1. Again. one could use Excel or Polymath to find k" from the
data in Table E5-2.1. The slope of the line is the specific reaction rate K

